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Bacon, Warrant, and Classification 

 
Hope A. Olson 

University of Wisconsin � Milwaukee 
 
 
Warrant, in classification, is encompassed in the Oxford English Dictionary�s definition: 
�justifying reason or ground for an action, belief, or feeling.� Classifications may be 
deemed good or bad on the basis of any number of characteristics, but the justification for 
their choice and order of classes or concepts is one of the most fundamental. This paper 
will introduce the notion of warrant used by Francis Bacon in his classification of 
knowledge, discuss its uniqueness within the panoply of classificatory history, and 
suggest that Bacon still has a radical idea to suggest to today�s classificationists. 
 
Pre-Baconian classifications of knowledge are based on existing knowledge and have 
purposes reflecting scientific inquiry or pedagogical goals. Aristotle, in his Posterior 
Analytics, limits the connections between the sciences, seeing each as largely 
independent of the others, each with its own premisses forming the basis of knowledge in 
that particular science (book I, chapters 4-9). Aristotle�s basis for the classification of 
knowledge reflects demonstrably essential attributes that are true of every instance of a 
subject. Thus, some essential attribute is used by Aristotle to define the divisions of 
knowledge into sciences and the division of each science, as he divides animals by their 
type of reproduction with those animals developing most prior to birth being considered 
the most advanced (Generation of Animals II, 1).1 This approach to classification might 
be termed scientific in that it is the result of scientific inquiry. Late classical and medieval 
classifications of knowledge tended to have an educational purpose with main classes 
based on the seven liberal arts and Christian interpretations and expansions thereof, that 
is, on educational warrant. For example, Hugh of St. Victor, in his Didascalicon, 
combined this educational warrant with literary warrant by focusing on what a student 
should read and in what order to gain wisdom and, thus, come closer to God. 
 
Bacon�s basis for classification, including both motivation and warrant, is different from 
others discussed here. In his The Proficience and Advancement of Learning Divine and 
Human (The Advancement of Learning 1605) and his later expanded, Latin version, De 
dignitate et augmentis scientiarum (De augmentis 1623), he developed a classification of 
knowledge intended to show the integrated entirety of knowledge, even that knowledge 
not yet developed. Two aspects of Bacon�s approach are of interest in this discussion. 
First, fundamental to his conception of the classification of knowledge is Bacon�s belief 
that all branches of knowledge are interrelated. Second, Bacon saw his classification not 
only as a reflection of knowledge, but also as a guide to its expansion. He identified gaps 
in existing knowledge that had been neglected. In essence, he created an agenda for 
future research. 
 

                                                
1 Discussion based on Kusukawa 1996 and Olson 1999. 
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The Advancement of Learning (AL) is dedicated to King James I of England, under 
whom Bacon served as Lord Chancellor. It consists of two books, each including a 
dedicatory message addressed to the monarch, the second of which describes Bacon�s 
classification of knowledge. In the dedication to this second book, Bacon enumerates the 
shortcomings of contemporary scholarship, suggesting that the great scholarly works of 
the time contribute to �magnificence and memory� rather than to �progression and 
proficience� and �augment the mass of learning in the multitude of learned men� rather 
than �rectify or raise the sciences themselves� (AL 66). He deplores the attention focused 
on education for the professions at the expense of the study of �philosophy and 
universality� (AL 67). Sachiko Kusukawa suggests that Bacon�s approach is unique in 
comparison to his predecessors. Although Kusukawa does not relate Bacon�s approach to 
warrant, it is a perspective open to those of us familiar with library classifications. Bacon 
certainly was not using educational or literary warrant as, for example, Hugh of St. Victor 
did, nor was he using scientific warrant in the sense that Aristotle did. Bacon derived the 
content and order of his classification from his interpretation of the human intellectual 
process: 

The sense, which is the door of the intellect, is affected by individuals 
only. The images of those individuals � that is, the impressions which they 
make on the sense � fix themselves in the memory, and pass into it in the 
first instance entire as it were, just as they come. These the human mind 
proceeds to review and ruminate; and thereupon either simply rehearses 
them, or makes fanciful imitations of them, or analyses and classifies 
them. Wherefore from these fountains, Memory, Imagination, and Reason, 
flow these three emanations, History, Poesy, and Philosophy; and there 
can be no others. (De augmentis book II, chapter 1) 

That is, he viewed Memory as the basic store of experience which, when compared and 
contrasted via Imagination, can be processed via Reason into Knowledge:  

 
 
So Bacon�s classification of Knowledge is based on History as an emanation of Memory, 
Poesy as an emanation of Imagination, and Philosophy as an emanation of Reason. Bacon 
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saw knowledge as the ultimate end of this development. He employs epistemological 
warrant as the basis for his overarching classificatory structure. 
 
Bacon�s concern was not with order for the sake of order. In speaking of a specific 
shortcoming of sequence in earlier classifications he notes: �� yet if it were but a fault in 
order, I would not speak of it for order is a matter of illustration, but pertaineth not to the 
substance of sciences.� His concern is with the result: �� this misplacing hath caused a 
deficience, or at least a great improficience in the sciences themselves� (AL, 101). In his 
interpretation, the structure leads knowledge rather than simply following it. 
 
Post-Baconian classifications show a stream flowing from Bacon in the selection and 
order of main classes, but not necessarily in epistemological underpinnings. The French 
Encyclopedists followed Bacon in both structure and use of reason (and even their arch-
critic, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, had to admit that in being influenced by Bacon the 
Encyclopedists had done something right), but their purpose was essentially pedagogical. 
As Diderot wrote: �the aim of an encyclopedia is to collect all the knowledge � to 
present its general outlines � that our children, by becoming more educated, may at the 
same time become more virtuous and happier �� (1967, 92). 
 
Hegel rejected Bacon�s classification of knowledge, but his classificatory warrant was 
similar to Bacon�s in technique and his Being, Essence, and Idea end up being quite 
parallel to Bacon�s History, Poesy, and Philosophy. Hegel and Bacon certainly come 
together in Melvil Dewey�s universal library classification (Olson 2001). However, Hegel 
sought to reflect states of being rather than the process of knowing. His approach was 
ontological rather than epistemological. 
 
Library classifications tend, in practice, to develop through literary warrant. The Library 
of Congress Classification was never intended to follow a scientific order of knowledge, 
but rather to provide �a convenient sequence � of groups of books� and its classes are 
quite independent of each other, �mutually exclusive special classifications� (Sayers 
1926, 169). The Dewey Decimal Classification drew on earlier philosophically-based 
schemes (notably W.T. Harris�s), but, in a spirit of efficiency coincident with Dewey�s 
own views, literary warrant now plays a significant role in its ongoing development. Bliss 
and Ranganathan advocated their own interpretations of scientific or philosophical 
warrant, which was also explored by the Classification Research Group (Beghtol 1986, 
114-116). Each of these endeavors had its limitations.  
 
What Bacon attempted that none of these other endeavors seems to have risked is his 
effort to make the classification an active agent as well as a reflective one. Bacon�s 
identification of gaps in human knowledge might well be viewed as the presumption of a 
renaissance man. However, it gives us a different view of warrant and purpose than we 
usually encounter today. The argument about whether or not bibliographic classification 
is linked to the classification of knowledge is key to this idea.2 If we accept that 
bibliographic classification is unrelated to classification of knowledge, then literary 
warrant alone is justified. On the other hand, if we consider that what is recorded and 
                                                
2 A useful discussion is found in Mills 1960, 4-7. 
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then classified bears some relation to knowledge, then classification of knowledge is, 
indeed, linked to bibliographic classification. In that case, some more fundamental type 
of warrant instead of or along with literary warrant is necessary. Going one step farther, 
the relationship between classification and knowledge need not necessarily be uni-
directional. Bacon demonstrates to us that classification can influence knowledge as 
knowledge directs classification. Literary warrant is of no use for classification as a tool 
to identify gaps in knowledge. The same applies to educational warrant since it is based 
on teaching existing knowledge rather than creating new knowledge. Scientific warrant 
based on empirical observation may reveal lacunae, but only when the puzzle pieces do 
not fit together. Ontological warrant is aimed at reflecting states of being rather than 
achieving knowledge. Epistemological warrant seems the most obvious choice for 
devising a classification that can contribute to the discovery of knowledge. Bacon is 
unusual in having taken this course, but it is one that we might meaningfully explore 
further. 
 
In our postmodern age we are appropriately wary of universal frameworks. Bacon 
proposes his �small globe of the intellectual world, as truly and faithfully as I could 
discover� with an attractive modesty and flexibility that can operate in the twenty-fist 
century: 

For I could not be true and constant to the argument I handle, if I were not 
willing to go beyond others, but yet not more willing than to have others 
go beyond me again: which may the better appear by this, that I have 
propounded my opinions naked and unarmed, not seeking to preoccupate 
the liberty of men�s judgements by confutations. (AL 225) 

Bacon created a structure of knowledge based on his epistemic framework and 
used it to reveal gaps and point to a research agenda. He recognized that his was 
not necessarily the ultimate structure, that others may go beyond. Subsequent 
classificationists have built upon Bacon�s structure. Perhaps we should also 
follow his epistemological warrant and let our classifications not only reflect 
knowledge, but also have a role in directing the creation of new knowledge. 
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